
LightSpeed Zulu Helmet Conversion Guide 

 

Dear Customer, 

Thank you for your purchase. Sky Cowboy Supply Company is excited about this product and being able to provide safe, cost effective 
safety gear to backcountry pilots. Buying a helmet should not be a compromise between safety and cost.  Backcountry flying is one of the 
most freeing experiences there is.  While this type of flying has added risk in its operation, accidents tend to be survivable due to the low 
speeds in which they occur. Wearing a helmet may make all the difference. Backcountry pilots make a small and intimate community and 
cannot afford to become any smaller. Please encourage your fellow pilots to wear a helmet when flying whether that is through this product 
or another. 

Tailwinds,  

 
 
Instructions  
ATTENTION!  THIS ADAPTOR REQUIRES THE HEADSET TO BE 
MODIFIED.  PLEASE READ FULL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE PROCEEDING 
REMOVAL OF EXISTING HEADBAND 

1. Remove the Headband Cushion 
 

2. Remove two screws on the top of the earmuff stirrup and remove metal retaining band 
behind cover
 

3. Remove the two screws and covers at the base of the headband revealing small retaining 
screw. 

4. Remove the three screws holding sliding mechanism cover. 
 

5. After removing cover, remove 6 screws (2 black, 4 silver) holding cover separating the sliding 
mechanism from headband. 
 

6. Repeat Steps 2-5 on opposite earmuff. 
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7. Remove black cover from the inside of the headband and remove wiring. 
 

 
8. Now that the headband is removed, disassemble the sliding mechanism by prying the clips 

on either side of the black component.  
 

9. Remove screws from the grey sliding rail.  
 

 
10. Apply outward pressure to headband stirrups to remove from earmuffs.  

 
 

11. Stirrups must be cut in two places to free the wiring.  Cut the stirrups at the entry and exit 
points of the wiring. Black sliding mechanism must also be cut to free wiring.  
 
INSTALL OF ADAPTORS 

1. Metal hinge that remains on communication wire has been incorporated into the adaptor 
design.   

2. Line up adaptors and orient metal hinge so that there is a small amount of slack in wiring. 
3. Insert metal hinge into adaptor cavity and run wiring down the designed channel through the 

grove at the apex of the adaptor 
4. Starting with the side with the wiring, snap adaptors into place over the lightspeed nubs. 
5. Route everything through the helmet to hide wire under padding.  Ensure to route through 

the chinstrap V’s. 
6. Clip on the Peltor earmuff holders.  These attach at 90 degrees and then turn to normal 

orientation.  Needle nose pliers can be helpful if peltor legs will not wiggle on. 
 


